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N.’iTIONALADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

COMIMRISON OF REL4TIVE SENSITIVITIES

OF TWO FUELS TO SIX ENGINE

By IlzrveyA. Cook> Louis F. Held, and

SUMMARY

OF THE KNOCK LIMITS

VARIABLES

Ernest 1. Pritchard

A sensitive fuel (42 Tercent S reference fuel, 40 percent
toluene, and 18 percent M reference fuel by volume + 4 ml TEL/gal;
grade 103/145) and a relatively insensitive fuel (109 Fercent S ref-
erence fuel + 4 ml TEL/gal; grade 153&3) were knock-tested in a
full-scale air-cooled cylinder. Sensitivity was indicated by dif-
ferent degreeq,.ofknock-limited ~esaonae to cba~ in e. i.necon-
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diticms. —~Six engine variables wore investigated:
rat”io,“(2)compression ratio, (3) inlet-air temperature, (4) spark
advance, (5) exhaust presmre~ and (E) cylinder tsm:jerature.

The relative chmges in the knock-limited indicated mean effec-
tive pressure and charge-air flow of the two fuels were different
i’orthe six engine variables and, except for cylinder temperature,
ve.riedover the range invest.lgated.These results indicate that,
in order to correlate the effects of engine variablea on lmock-
limited performance of fuels, mor6 baalc knock factors than knock-
limited indicated mean effective pressure and charge-air flow are.
required. Fuel-air ratios above tilestoichiometric showed the
greatest relative sensitivity of the knock limits of the two fuels,
exce~t for tests at high exhaust pressure. The relative sensitiv-
ities shown in fuel-air-ratio aiidexhaust-pressure tests ber~me more
consistent with those for the other engine Tariables wlienthe fuel-
air-ratio data were compared m a percentage excess fuel basis
rather than on a fuel-air basis and the exhaust-pressure data were
capared on either an exhaust to inlet pressure ratio basis or inlet
to exhaust-prassure difference basis rather than on the basis of
exhaust pressure.
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Tests were conducted at tileNACA Cleveland laboratory during
April and May 1945 to determine the effect of engine operating
variables on the knock-limited.performances of a sensitive and a
relatively insensitive fuel and to correlate the effects of engine
variables on tileknock limits of fuels in a full-scale atr-cooled
cylinder. ~ta wei-eobtained to show to what extent fuel-air ratio,
compression ratio, inlet-air temperature, spark advance, exhaust
pressure, and cylinder temperature affected the knock ltmits of a
sensitive fuel conpaued with a relatively insensitive fuel. Sen-
si~ivity of a fuel is indicated by the degree of response of the
lnmck-lim~ted indicated mean effective pressuz-eand the charge-air
flow

this

to changes in engine operating conditions.

AP%RATm

The full-scale air-cooled
investigation is shown in

AND PROCEDURE

single-cylinder test setup used in
figures 1 and 2. A special high-

compression-ratio piston was used in place of a standard piston.
All the tests were run with the fuel injected upstream of the
vaporization tank.

Mfxture temperature was otitainedwith an iron-constantan ther-
mocouple in the center of the passage downstream of the vaporization
ta* . Cylinder temperatures were measured by iron-constantan thezzuo-
cc?uplasat the rear spark-plug bushing (at a point one-fourth in.
below the spark plug and about one-half in. from the combustion
chamber), at the exhaust end zone (in the head approximately one-
e:.ghthin. from the cornbust:onchamber, one-fourth in. above the
ba~rel, and 30° to the rear of the cylinder from the exhaust side of
the head), and at the rear middle barrel.

The difference betweezztinestatic pressure of the cooling air
in front of and behind the cylinder was used as the cooling-air
pressure drop. This pressure drop wes multiplied by a , the ratio
of the density cf air ahead of the cylinder to.a standard air density
of C.O’765pound per cubic foot.

All tests were conducted at an engine speed of 2100 rpn. Each
engine veriabls was investigate separately. The range of eack
variable and the basic value at which it
of each of the other variables are given

was maintained in the tests
in the following table:
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Engine variable Basic value Range investigated

Fuel-ai~ ratio 0.078 0.058-0.112
Compressim ratio 6.9 6.9-10
Inlet-air temperature, OF 200 l~o-325
Spark advance, both plugs, 20 15-40
deg. B.T.C.

Exhaust pressure, in. Eg. absolute 10 10-73
Cylinder temperature at exhausti 500 446-5oo
end zone, OF

SELECTION OF FUELS

The sensitive fuel was obtained by blending 42 ~rcent S ref-
erence fuel, 49 percent tolue~e, and 18 percent M reference fuel by
volume plus 4 mi.TEL pi” gallon. For this fuel F-3 and F-4 ratings
of 103 and 145 performance number, respectively, were obtained at
the NACA Cleveland laboratory.

The insensitive fuel consisted o? 100 percent S reference fuel
with a concentration of TEL per gallon sufficient to cause the
knock-limited performance to equal that of the sensitive fuel at the
basic engine coni13.tions.A fuel-air ratio of 0.08 was originally
selected as a basic value but k-aschangedto 0.078 when preliminary
tests on the full-scale air-cooled cylinder showed that the ‘mock
limit of S reference f’uelplus 4 ml.TEL per gallon matched the knock
limit of the sensitive fuel at a fusl-air ratio of 0.078. The F-3
anti.F-4 ratings (153 Terfmmance number) of the insensitive fuel are
by definition the same.

● RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From a consideration of the differences in F-3 and F-4 ratings
of the two fuels, the sensitive fuel would be expected to show the

. greatest change of knock-limited performance with varying engine
operating conditions. That this result did occur is shown by the
knock-limited performances of tbe two fuels presented in figures 3

. %0 8.

The engine performance with the sensitive fuel differed from
that wtth the insensitive fuel in that the sansitive fuel imposed a
higher cooling load on the cylinder than the insensitive fuel.
This higher cooling load, as indicated by the higher cooling-air
pressure &ops at the basic engine conditions, occurred in spite of

3
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the fact that the mixture temperature with the sensitive fuel was
about 5° F lower than that tith the insensitive fuel. The differ-
ence in mixture temperature is attributed to the heats of vapori-
zation of the fuels, whereas the difference in cooling loads is
attributed to combustion characteristics.

The tem~erature of tbe rear spark-plug bushing varied during
the tests, (in all of the tests exce~t the cylinder-temperature
test, the exhaust end-zone temperature was held constant at 500° F)
thus indicating changes in the temperature distribution of the cyl-
inder head. These changes in cylinder temperature distri-mtion
probably had little effect on the knock-test results because rarying
the cylinder temperature (fig. 6) bad little effect on the hock
limits of either fuel.

The range of cylinder-tempexatuz-etests was limited by the
maximum cooling-air ~ressure drop available and by the poor sealing
of the piston rings at exhaust end-zone temperatures higher than
500° F. Changes in the sealing of the piston rings were indicated
by erratic increases in the crankcase pressure (from a normal value
of 3 in. to more than 7 in. of water) and increases in barrel tem-
perature from about 30° to 50° F. This condition occurred more
often with tbe sensitive fuel than with the insensitive fuel and in
most cases tbe erratic increases in crankcase pressure were accom-
panied by rough running. This same effect of high cyltnder tem-
perature also occurred in the variable exhaust-pressure tests.
Short periods of operation under such conditions caused extremely
rapid wear of piston rings, which necessitated frequent replacement.

Indicated specifHc fuel consumption were approximately the
same for both fuels except for a sm.11 difference at lean mixtures
in the variable fuel-air-ratio tests (fig. 3). The difference in
specific fuel consumption near tbe stoicbiometric fuel-air ratios
(0.069 for sensitive fuel and 0.066 for insensitive fuel) is attrib-
uted to the chemical properties of the fuels. The decreese in
indicated specific fuel consumption with b’ighexhaust pressure
(fig. 7) did not appearas an equal reduction in brake specific
fuel consumption because the motoring horsepowe~ of the engine
increased at the higher exhaust pressures.

The knock-limited indicated mean effective pressures presented
in figures 3 to 9 are re~lotted in figure 9 and the corresponding
knock-limited charge-air flows are presented in figure 10. In order
that the data can be more easily compared, each curve has been
shifted, to compensate for day-to-day variations, so that all pass
thuough a common point at the basic engine conditions. The amounts
tbe curves were sbii%ed are shown in the following table:

4
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Amount of shift

~ock-limited cbarge- 1 Knock-1imited imep

Variable
air flow (lb/sq in.)

(lb/hr) ~
i

Sensitive Insensitive lSensitivejInsensitIve
fuel Sue1 Ifuel fuel

Fuel-air ratio c1 -12 ‘ o -4
Compression ratio

I
4 8 -1 3

Inlet-air temperature 14 13 1 3
Spark advance 12 10 5 6
Exhaust pressure 11 11 3 6
Cylinder temperature 7 10 ! 3 6

The maximum shift of any of the curves is 2 percent of the values
at the basic engine conditions.

Variations in knock-limited indicated mean effective pressure
and charge-air I1OW show similar trends for both fuels (figs. 9
and 19). If the engine variables affected the knock limit of the
sensitive fuel a constant amount relative to the insensitive fuel,
a plot of the change of the knock limit of the eensitive fuel
against that for the insensitiveZuel would result in a straight
line. The slope of the iine would indicate the relative sensitivity
of the two fuels. The fact that the data fall along several curved
lines rather than a single straight line shows that the relative
sensitivity was different for the six engine variables and varies
over the range of the variable (fig. 11). The relative sensitiv-
ities at the basic conditions are as follows:

!Relativeseneitivi.tyat the basic conditions
Variable I

imep Charge-air flow

Fuel-air ratio I 2.6 I 2.1
Compression ratio 1.8 I 1.7
Inlet-air temperature ~ 1.6 i 1.7
Spark advance 1.8 1.8
F&aust pressure 1..-s ! 1.3
Cylinder temperature 1 1.1 I 1.2

In the case of some variables, the variation of the relative
sensitivity over the range investigated was quite large, Fuel-air
rat~os above the stoichiometric showed the greatest relative sensi-
tivity of the knock limits of the two fuels, except for the tests

5
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et high exhaust pressures. The results of the variable exhaust-
pressure tests differ considerably from the other test results.
Increasing the severity of engine conditions by increasing compres-
sion ratio, inlet-air temperature, or sps~k advance decreased the
relative sensitivity from that shown at the basic conditions. The
change in knock limit with cylinder temperature was too small to
show variation, if any, in the relative sensitivity. The variation
of relative sensitivity of the two fuels to engine conditions
indicates that, in order to correlate the effects of engine vari-
ables on knock-limited performance of fuels, more basic knock fac-
tors than knock-limited indicated mean effective pressure or charge-
air flow are required.

The comparison of tke effects of fuel-aiy ratio on the knock
limits of the two fuels was improved by using Percentage excess fuel
(based on stoichiometric fuel-air ratio) rather than fuel-air ratio
directly. Figure 12 shows that the relative sensitivity of the two
fuels was decreased when determined on a percentage excess fuel
basis rather than on a fuel-air-ratio basis and therefore was more
consistent with the results of tests of the other engine variables
except exhaust preseu-e. The use of a percentage excess fuel basis
rather than a fuel-atr-ratio basis, which improved the com~rison
of the fuel-air-ratio test results, indicates that the comparison
of other engine variable test results should have been made on a
percentage excess fuel basis. The higher coo:ing load on the e~ine
when using the sensitive fuel at the basic engine conditions com-
pared with the inse~itive fuel was due in part to the fact that a
fuel-air ratio of 0.078 is 13 percent excess fuel for the sensitive
fuel and 1!3percent for the insensitive fuel.

This difference in excess fuel at a fuel-air ratio of G.078
undoubtedly has a large effect on the exhaust-pressure tests through
its effect on the temperature of the residual gases. A higher
residual gas temperature with the sensitive fuel could account in
part for the increase in relative sensitivity at high exhaust
pvessures.

.

.

The relative sensitlvitqiof the hock limits of the fuels to
exhaust pressure is shown in figure 13 on both an exhaust to Inlet
pressure ratio basis and an inlet pressure minus exhaust pressure
bases. Both methods show an improvement over using etiaust pres-
sure alone in that the results ape much more consistent with tl?ose
of the other variables tested. Data presented herein are too
limited to prove which of the two methods is actually the best to
use.

6
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The comparison of knock-test results was improved when the
efiaust pressure was related to the inlet pressure, which indicates
that i.ncomparing the sensitivities of the knock limits of fuels to
engine variables a constant relation 03 exhaust pressure to inlet
pressure should be maintained rather than a constant exhaust pres-
sure. In tbe fuel-air-ratio tests, for example, the exlhaustto
inlet preesure ratio varied from 0.19 to 0.15 and 0.18 to 0.16 for
the sensitive and insensitive fuels, respectively. Holding a
constant exhaust to inlet pressure relatioa would have tended to
lower the relative sensitivity of the knock limit of the two fuels.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

FTOm knock tests of two fuels of different sensitivity in which
six engine variables were investigateflon a full-scale air-cooled
cylinder it was found that the relative changes in the knock-limited”
indicated mean effective pressure and the charge-air flow of the two
fuels were dif~erent for the six engine variables and, except for
cylinder temperature, varied over the ranges of the variables. These
results indicate that, in order to correlate the effects of engine
variables on hock-limited performance of fuels, more ‘Dasicknock
factors then knock-limited indicated mean effective pressure or
charge-ah flow are required. Fuel-air ratios above tbe stoichio-
metric showed the greatest sensitivity of the knock limits of the
two fuels, except for tests at high etiaust pressure. The relative
sen~itiviiies shown tn fuel-air-ratio and e.xbaust-pressuretests
became more co~sistent with those for the other engine variables
when the fuel-air-ratio data were compared on a percentage excess
fuel basis and the exhaust-pressure data were com~nred on either an
,Sflfiustto inlet pressure ratio basis or inlet to efiaus% Pi”esSure
diff~~ence basts.

Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committoe for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio, March 4, 1946.
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Figure I. - Arrangement of apparatus for ful l-scale air-
cooled single-cylinder test setup.



Fig. 2 NACA TN No. 1117
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Figure 2. - Surge tank and fuel-vaporization tank for full-

scale air-cooled single-cylinder test setup.
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. Figure 3. - Effeat of fuel-air ratio on knook-limited perfornanoe of tm fuels. Full-soale
air-oooled cylinder; engine speed, 2 [00 rpm; compression ratio, 6.9; inlet-air temperature,
2~ ‘F; epark advanae, both plugs, ZOO B.T.c., efiau~t pressure, ]0 in~e~ ❑eroury absolute.
cylindertemperatureatexhaustendzone,500‘F. #
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